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Mt Cook

The 1973/4 season at Mt Cook was a fairly quiet one, due mainly to unsettled weather
and the worst snow conditions for years. However, a few new routes were done and
several classics were repeated. Mt Cook's difficult E Face, which is a mile wide and from
1000 to 1200 metres high, had 7 ascents during the summer, including a new route
direct to Cook's Middle Peak climbed solo by Murray Jones (the first solo ascent of the
face). Cook's Caroline Face had 2 ascents in one day, by Nick Banks and Eticnne
Kummer, and Joos Fliitsch and Bruno Sprecher. In contrast to recent years, the ice cliff
was very steep and about 60 m of aid climbing was required to surmount it.

Among the new routes were a new line on the S side of Dixon (3010 m) by Barry Briggs
and Lauchie Duff, a new route on the Noeline Buttress of Nazomi (2,911 m) by Geoff
and Alan Gledhill, a new line on the S Face of Malte Brun (3255 m) by Pete Moore
(solo) and the first ascent of the SE Ridge of Sealy's False Peak (about 2400 m) by Dave
Pluth and Hugh Logan. The season was marred by many accidents, including several
fatalities.

The 1974 winter was fairly quiet. As winter was just beginning Bill Denz, Murray Judge
and Phil Herron made the first ascent of the 600 m N Face of Hicks (3216 m), a rock
route which involved 2 bivouacs. Malte Brun had its first winter ascent, by Fliitsch and
Sprecher. Other routes which had first winter ascents include the Spencer Face of Elie de
Beaumont (3117 m) by Wilf Lammerink, Warwick Anderson and Paul Scaife, and the
760 m N Buttress of Darwin (2904 m) by Fliitsch, Sprecher and Kummer.

Damns
Despite even worse weather than in the Cook region (the Darrans get around 8 metres of
rain a year), an incredible number of new routes were climbed over the 1973/4 summer,
including the first ascents of most of the major faces. The Darrans is an alpine rock
climbing area, the rock generally being granodiorite (basically a fine-grained granite) and
the peaks being between 2000 m and 3000 m.

Murray Judge, Bill Denz and Phil Herron were at the forefront of the climbing. They
started off with the 1000 m Adelaide Face of Marion, climbed on their third attempt,
followed by the nearby 500 m Adelaide Face of Sabre. Both these climbs gave hard free
and aid climbing and both took 2 days. The trio also made the first ascents of the 1400 m
Donne Face of Revelation (one day) and the 300 m S Face of West Twin, one of the
most enjoyable climbs in the area. The adjacent S Face of East Twin was climbed by
Geoff Wayatt, Dave Begg, Bruce Clark and Calum Hudson, giving a route of 6 pitches.

The 1400 m Donne Face of Karetai, 30 pitches of good climbing, fell to Keith Lock
wood and Colin Dodge, while further down the valley the 1500 m Donne Face of Under
wood was climbed by Colin Strang, Mark Easten, Dave Ellis and Al Soon, their ascent
taking 4t days (including one off day in bad weather). The steep E Face of Apirana was
climbed by Judge and Begg and Apirana's 300 m S Face went to Judge and Soon; hard
free climbing on good steep rock. The easy Korako Face of Taiaroa was claimed by
Judge, Begg, Andrew Smith and Hugh Logan, all unroped, while Geoff Gabites and
Bruce Clark climbed the 500 m Marion Face of Barrier, a fairly sustained climb on good
rock. Murray and Alan Jones climbed a new route on the E Face of Karetai, the second
ascent of the face.
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In the Wick Mountains, just across the road from the Darrans, the 500 m· N Face of Moir
fell to Wayatt, Clark and Begg, giving enjoyable, varied free and aid climbing on good
rock. Wayatt and Pete Gough made first ascents of Moir's W Face (8 pitches) and the
Cleddau Face of the Mate's Little Brother, 7 pitches of hard, exciting aid climbing. The
rock faces between Moir and Moir's Mate are shaping up as one of the best crag areas
around, with a couple of routes so far on excellent rock.

The first ascent of the N Face of Belle (4 pitches) was made by Calum Hudson and lan
Brookes, and Belle's 300 m S Face went to Hudson and Barry Biggs. This has had several
repeats and looks like becoming a popular route. Over at Milford Sound, Ted Coats and
John Howard made the first traverse of Mitre Peak. The traverse gave some difficult
climbing on mostly good rock (all climbed unroped) and involved 7 abseils. Time was 3
days return from the Milford pub.

The winter saw a couple of attempts on the elusive first winter ascent of Tutoko (2756
m) the highest peak in the Darrans. The first attempt, via the SW Ridge, failed because of
intense cold and hard soloing, while the second attempt, on the NW Ridge, was turned
back by the final 100 m wall of bad ice.

AUSTRALIA
As in many other rock climbing localities throughout the world the accent in Australia is
currently on aid elimination. In line with this development, Rick White's newly pub
lished guide to Frog Buttress in Queensland omits all routes that require the placing of
pegs. White and Chris Baxter have led a dispute about the ethics of Victorian climbing
which is considered by outsiders to be overgenerous in its use of aid by present stan
dards. There has been considerable activity in all the main areas in Victoria, New South
Wales, Queensland and Tasmania with many new routes graded 20 or over. In particular,
some long routes have been developed in the Warrumbungles, and in Tasmania some little
visited cliffs in the interior, the Guardians, yielded a number of good new routes in the
summer.
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North America

The chief events of the last year are covered in the Triennial Review which appears
earlier in the JournaL Two publications of interest are:

A Tourist Guide to Mount McKinley Bradford Washburn (Alaska NW Publishing Co,
1974,80 pp, 106 illustrations, some colour, maps, $3.95) A revised and updated edition
of a fascinating guide-book written by the world's expert on this mountain, this is for
the library chair rather than for use in the field. The detailed statistics of the first 100
ascents of the mountain make a somewhat dull interlude in what is otherwise a beauti
fully produced and thoroughly informative work.

A Topographic Map of Mount McKinley Bradford Washburn (Alaska NW Publishing Co,
1974, $4.50) This map is to a scale of 1:50,000, produced in collaboration with Swiss
map-makers, is in every way comparable with their finest products. No future traveller to

McKinley should ever be without it.
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